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Restore dash lines

Shadow match

Apple

Caterpillar
E e Elephant

Restore dash lines

Match the pictures
F f Fox

Shadow match

Restore dash lines
Gg

Giraffe

G G G G G

g g g g g g

Restore dash lines

Dotted giraffes and leaves.
Jellyfish J j

Restore dash lines

Shadow match
Kite

Restoring dash lines
Shadow match
Ll Ladybug

Shadow match

Restore dash lines
M m Mouse

M M M M M M M
m m m m m m m

Restore dash lines
Shadow match
Nurse

N N N N N

Restore dash lines

Shadow match
OoO  Owl

- Shadow match
- Restore dash lines
Pp

Plane

p p p p p

Shadow match

Restore dash lines
Queen Q q

Match the pictures

Restore dash lines
Rr  Robot

RRRRR

Match the pictures
S S Snowman

Match the pictures

Restore dash lines
Toucan

- Shadow match
- Restore dash lines
Whale

Restore dash lines

Shadow match
Yacht

Shadow match

Restore dash lines